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I. Introduction 

The movement of rigid body assemblies is governed by local interactions (persistent contacts 

or successive shocks). In the case of rock avalanches, these interactions can basically be 

associated with friction but also with local hardening, fracturing, or dissipation of shock 

energy. A complete model of all these mechanisms at very small scale seems to be out of 

reach, and the contact models must come down to a basic law above the real physical 

phenomenon. Some models, based on the mechanics of point-like particles, incorporate the 

rotation and shape of particles through unrealistic coefficients of rebound (sometimes larger 

than 1), and sometimes involve a rolling resistance. Other models, based on continuous 

approach, rely on parameters whose physical reality and determination remain problematic. 

Discrete models make possible more accurate modelling of the phenomenon (even if the real 

number of particles can not be reached) to account for all existing mechanisms of interaction 

(see [1] for details).  

The proposed model focuses more on the realistic shapes of blocks, while the definition of 

interaction laws is kept simple (though remaining close to the physical reality). The 

parameters of energy dissipation can be easily identified experimentally by means of digital 

image analysis and optimization through numerical tests conducted on elementary particles. 

The model is validated by means of a comparison with a laboratory experiment conducted 

under idealized conditions (release of 10,000 pilled bricks). 

II. Numerical model 

The body movements are obtained from Newton’s second law by a finite difference scheme, 

and the shapes of the bodies are described by means of sphero-polyhedra (rounded box). The 

contact and friction forces (respectively fn and ft in a local frame, the tangent direction being 

the sliding direction) are given by bijective expressions as a function of local displacements hn 

and ht (together with their velocities) when an overlap exists: 
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where k denote for elastic stiffness, subscripts n and t denote for normal and tangent direction, 

superscripts 
+
 and 

-
 denote for loading and unloading, ∆h denotes for displacement increment 

during a time step dt ( dth=h &∆ ), and µ is the dynamic coefficient of friction. During an 

avalanche, multi-contact events occur and make the kinematic energy be dissipated. We 

consider two means of dissipation that involve Coulomb friction and normal restitution 

(defined as en

2 = kn

− /kn

+
). The physical mechanisms (heat production, wave propagation…) 

involved in the latter are not necessarily well identified, but only the rate of energy lost is 

actually required.  

 

 



III. Parameters identification 

 

In order to identify the contact parameters, experimental drops were performed and filmed 

with two high-speed cameras (1000 images per second). We used the same small bricks 

(3.1×0.8×1.5 cm
3
) than the ones used in previous small-scale experiments of rock avalanches 

(See [2] for details). Various launches were filmed with various initial conditions. 

From a kinematic point of view, a given impact is defined by the three components of the 

velocity vector and by the three components of the angular velocity vector, just before and 

after the impact. Once these twelve values are estimated by video analysis for several 

experiments of impacts, they are used to assess the optimal parameters for the numerical 

model. The six values relative to the trajectory of the brick before the impact are used as input 

values in the numerical model, and the six components provided by the model after the impact 

are compared to the ones obtained experimentally. A back-analysis methodology is used to 

determine the contact and friction parameters that lead to the best fit between the 

experimental and numerical results, by minimizing an error function related to the trajectory 

of the brick after the impact. It appears that the optimum parameters are not always the same 

from one case to the other, but that it is possible to find a set of globally-optimal parameters 

that provide satisfying trajectories for all the studied experiments. This is performed for 

several cases of impact, involving the materials used in [2] (brick/plastic and brick/brick 

contacts). 

IV. Model validation 

As a first attempt to validate the model, we simulate a small-scale experiment of piled bricks 

avalanche from [2], using the contact parameters we identified. Numerical results show that 

the model is able to provide satisfying results for some common characteristics of the 

avalanche (runout, front velocity and travel angles). However, it appears that the width and 

height of the deposit are not well assessed when the initial packing is too regular when 

compared to the experimental one. This shortcoming is corrected by introducing geometrical 

perturbations in the bricks shapes (i.e. slightly modifying the faces parallelism). This 

observation emphasizes the crucial role of the block shapes in the propagation of rock 

avalanches. 

In future studies, 3D numerical models of terrain will be introduced in order to assess the 

model ability to predict the propagation of real rock avalanches, using history cases for which 

the topographies before and after the avalanche were acquired. 
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